1. Event name(2): LECTURE PROGRAM TO TALK ABOUT PAIRED STATE.

2. Venue: E Class Room
3. Date: 20-12-2019
4. State-Pair: Andhra Pradesh & Punjab
5. Brief about event: As a part of the "EK BHARAT SHRESTHA BHARATH' Program Schedule the Second Activity as per the Schedule was the lecture program to talk about the paired state Punjab Culture, History, Tourism in the Punjab State.

6. Report of the event

ACTIVITY 2: LECTURE PROGRAM TO TALK ABOUT PAIRED STATE

As a part of the "EK BHARAT SHRESTHA BHARATH' Program Schedule the Second Activity as per the Schedule was the lecture program to talk about the paired state Punjab Culture, History, Tourism in the Punjab State.

In this session students volunteers gave lecture on the partner State Punjab.

The Guest of the session is Mr. P. Raj Shekhar Phaneendra, Mr. B. Sudhir NSS PO’s. They explained the Importance of Activity "EK BHARAT SHRESTHA BHARATH".

And the session is carried on by With the various lectures by the students with the help of the power point presentation (PPT). Students explained the History of the Punjab, Culture and the Tourism of the Punjab State. Several types of dances and the food, various festivals Celebrated in Punjab were explained in the lecture program. The program proved to be fruitful to know the cultures of the paired states.